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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
Let X1 , X, ,..., X, be a sample from a population with distribution function 
F(x). Suppose that the second moment of F(x) exists. It is known that F(x) is 
a Poisson distribution if, and only if, the difference K, - K, between the k 
statistic K, of order 2 and K, of order 1 has zero regression on A = X, + X, + 
*a* + X, (see [4]). 
In the present paper we give a p-variate generalization of this statement. 
We introduce certain definitions which are needed for the formulation of 
our result. The multivariate Poisson distribution was studied by Teicher in a 
paper [5] which also contains references to earlier work. For our purpose it is 
convenient to introduce the p-variate Poisson distribution by defining its 
characteristic functions. The function f(t) = f(tl , t, ,..., t9) defined by 
(l-1) 
is called the characteristic function of the p-variate Poisson distribution. Here 
E = (E1 ,...) c,) is a p-dimensional vector whose components cj are either 0 or 1 
and t’c = qt, + czt, + *es + cat, . The symbol C, denotes a summation over 
all 29 possible values of E. In a similar way we shall write later ~(1) for the Z- 
dimensional vector e(Z) = (Q , Ed ,..., EJ, where the Q are either 0 or 1. Thus 
e(p) = E. We shall use the summation symbol &I to indicate summation over 
the 2z possible values of e(Z). The coefficients A, are real and nonnegative. 
Several authors used formula (1 .I) to define the multivariate Poisson distribu- 
tion. They showed that the properties of the distribution so defined were similar 
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to properties of the univariate Poisson distribution. In a note [2], appended to a 
paper by Cuppens [I], Levy objected to this definition since he felt that the 
logarithm of a Poisson distribution should have only one term. He suggested 
therefore that the characteristic function of the multivariate Poisson distribution 
be defined by the formula 
f(t) = exp[X exp(ia’t)], (l.la) 
where A > 0 is a real scalar while a = (a, ,..., u,) is a real vector. The function 
(1.1 a) is, strictly speaking, a generalization of the univariate Poisson type charac- 
teristic functionf(t) = exp[h exp(iat)] (A an d a scalars, h > 0). In the following 
we shall also consider the function 
f(t) = exp b exp (k 4) - 11 (l.lb) 
as a multivariate generalization of the Poisson distribution. Clearly (I.lb) is a 
particular case of (1. I), and (1.1) represents a convolution of Poisson distributions 
of form (l.lb). 
Let 2 be a random variable and let Y = (Yr , Ys ,..., Y,) be a p-dimensional 
random vector, both defined on the probability space (Q, a, P). Suppose that 
the expectations a(Z) and b(Y) = (J?(Yi), B(Y,),..., QYJ) exist. The random 
variable 2 is said to have constant regression on the vector Y if the relation 
a@- I Y) = Bo W) 
holds almost everywhere. Here &, is a real constant. If /3a = 0 then we say that 2 
has zero regression on Y. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Z be a random variable and let Y be a p-dimensional random 
vector and suppose that 8(Z) and b(Y) exist. Then Z has constant regression on Y 
if, and only if, the relation 
&(Zeit’y) = &cY(eit’y) (1.3) 
holds for all real (nonrandom vectors t = (tI , t2 ,..., t,). 
If one multiplies (1.3) by eit’Y and takes expectations one sees immediately 
that (1.3) is necessary. 
To prove the sufficiency of the condition we assume that (1.3) holds for all 
real t. Then 
or 
S(eit’y(Z - &)} = 0 
s 
co 
eif”(Z - /I,, / y) dF,(y) = 0, 
-cc 
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where F,(y) is the distribution function of the random vector Y. We introduce 
the probability function P(A) of the random vector Y instead of the distribution 
function F, . Th is is a set function defined on all Bore1 sets A of R, . The 
preceding equations becomes 
f 
e”“‘-b(Z - fro ) Y) dPy = 0. 
R, 
Let p(A) = sA cT(Z - /I,, ( Y) dPY. Th is is a function of bounded variation 
defined on all Bore1 sets of R, and we see that 
I 
&‘Y dp = 0. 
R,, 
Since a function of bounded variation is uniquely determined by its Fourier 
transform one sees that 
for all Bore1 sets A of R, . This is only possible if 
b(Z - p. [ Y) = 0 almost everywhere, 
so that Lemma I .l is proved. Lemma 1 .l is an immediate generalization of a 
univariate result (see [3, p. 1031). 
We consider a population with a p-variate population distribution function 
F(x, , x2 ,...I x,) and write f(tI , t, ,..., tD) for the characteristic function of 
F(x, , x2 ,*a*, x,). Let (XI , X2 ,..., X,) be a sample of size 12 taken from this 
population. Here X, = (XI, , X2, ,..., X,,) is a p-variate random vector 
(c4 = l,..., n) and the X, are assumed to be independent. From now on we use 
greek subscripts (from I to n) for the elements of the sample and Iatin subscripts 
(from 1 to p) for the components. Thus Xi, is the jth component of the random 
vector X, of the sample. We introduce the p scalar statistics 
The statistic S, is the difference between the second- and first-order k statistic 
of the one-dimensional marginal distribution 
F&x,) = F(+co ,..e, +co, xle, $00 ,..., i-03) ofF(x, ,..., xP). 
We also define the p-dimensional vector 
A = (Xl + ... + X,) = ( i x1, ).., LX-1 ’ il 4 (1.5) 
and are now ready to formulate our result. 
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THEOREM I. Let (X, ,..., X,,) be a sample taken from a population with a 
p-variate population distribution function F(x 1 ,..,, xp) and assume that all moments 
up fo order 2 of F exist. Let S, and A be the statistics given by (I .4) and (1 S). The 
population distribution function is a p-variate Poisson distribution if, and only if, 
the statistic S, has zero regression on A for k := 1, 2,..., p. 
We also derive a characterization theorem for the multivariate Poisson distribu- 
tion (1 .I b) suggested by Levy. For this purpose we introduce the following 
statistics. 
THEOREM 2. Let (X, ,..., X,) be a sample taken from a population with a 
p-variate population distribution function F(x, ,..., x,) and assume that all moments 
up to order 2 of F exist. Let Tk and A be the statistics given by (1.6) and (1 S). The 
population distribution has the characteristic function (1 .Ib) if, and only if, the 
statistic Tk has zero regression on A for k = 1, 2 ,..., p. 
In Section 2 we derive several lemmas, in Section 3 we prove Theorem 1 and 
in Section 4 Theorem 2. 
2. CERTAIN LEMMAS 
In this section we derive certain lemmas needed for the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that the statistic S, has zero regression on A for 
k = 1, 2 ,..., p. Then the function v(t, ,..., tP) = logf(t, ,.,., ts) satis$es the 
system of dajferential equations 
azv/at,2 = @p/at,) (k = l,...,~) 
in a nezghborhood of the origin. Here f  (tI ,..., t9) is the characteristic function of 
the population distribution function. 
According to the assumption of Lemma 2.1 we have 
b(S, 1 A) = 0 (2.la) 
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and we see from Lemma 1.1 that 
b(S,eit’*) = 0. 
We note thatf(t, , t, ,..., tJ = &(eit’x) so that 
(2.lb) 
aflat, = i&(Xkeit’x), 3zf18tk2 = -B(X,aeif’x). 
We substitute (1.4) into (2.1 b) and see easily that 
(ayat,2)f”-l + (af/at,yf”-” = i(af/at,)f”-1. (2.lc) 
Since f is a characteristic function there exists a neighborhood 111 of the origin 
such that 
f w = f @I ,***, h> f 0 for tE%. 
From now on we restrict t to this neighborhood and can therefore divide the last 
relation byfn and obtain, by a simple computation, the system of equations 
a2q+3t,2 = i&l/at,) (k = L...,P>, 
which is the statement of the lemma. 
In the following we denote functions of the 1 variables t, ,..., t, by capital 
letters with a left subscript indicating the number of variables involved. Right 
subscripts indicate the variables which do not occur in the function. Thus 
,H = lH(t, ,..., tJ is a function of the variables t, ,..., t, , while IHj (resp. lHjk) 
is a function which depends only on t, such that s # j (respectively s # j and 
s # k). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that the function ,H satis$es the diferential equations 
(a2/8t,2),H = ;(a/&) ,H (k = l,..., 1); 
then 
where 
1H = -i IA, ei”k + IBd (k = l,..., Z), (2.3) 
and 
(a2/8t:) lAl, = i(a/at,) ,A, (s = l,..., 1) (2.3a) 
(@/at,a) zBI, = @/at,) ,B, (s = I,..., Z), (2.3b) 
so that lA, and lBk satisfy also dz@rential equations of the form (2.2) but with 
fewer variables. 
Proof. It follows from (2.2) that 
(W%J~hW%J $4 = i, 
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hence 
(a/at,) lH = lA, ei”li (h = l,..., 1) (2.4) 
and 
,H = --z ,A, eat” + ,Bk (2.5) 
as stated in the lemma. We differentiate (2.5) with respect to t, (S # k) and get 
(a/at,) lH = -ie”“k(a/at,) 1A, + (a/at,) & , 
(2.6) 
(a2/at,“) lH = -ie”“k(6’z/Z.M,“) ,A, + (P/at?) ,B, . 
For s # k we see from (2.4) that 
(a/at,) ,H = 1A, eit8. (2.7) 
We differentiate (2.4) with respect to t, and (2.7) with respect to tk and get 
(ayat, at,) $H = e”“ya/at,) ,A, = t+(a/at,) lA, , 
so that 
.FPts(a/at,) ,A, = e+ya/atJ &!, . (2.8) 
The left-hand side of (2.8) does not depend on t, , while its right-hand side is 
independent of t, , therefore the expressions on both sides of (2.8) are equal 
to a function which does not contain the variables tk and t, . We call this function 
+Yks and see that 
(a/at,) J, = eits ,C,, . 
Therefore 
(ayat,a) IAk = ieit$Tks = i(ajat,) IAk , 
so that (2.3a) is valid. 
Using (2.2), (2.3a), and (2.6) we see that 
(ww) 9, = i(a/at,) IBk; 
this is (2.3b) so that the proof of Lemma 2.2 is completed. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let lH be a function of the 1 variables t, , t2 ,..., t, which satis$es 
the differential equation 
Then 
(a2/atka) ,H = i(a/at,) 1H (k = l,..., I). 
,H = c p.(l)eit’E(z), 
O(l) 
(2.9) 
where the pEcl) are constants while t’e(Z) = tlcl + **. + tcq . 
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We prove the lemma by induction and show first that it holds for 1 = 1. If 
1 = 1 then iH = H(t) and the system (2.2) reduces to 
It is then easily seen that 
H = -ic,eit + c2 , 
where ci and cs are constants. If we put p1 = -ic, and pcLo = cs we see that the 
lemma holds for 1 = 1. 
We assume next that the lemma is valid for functions of Zvariables and consider 
a function z+lH = ,+,H(t, ,..., t, , tr+r) of 2 + 1 variables which satisfies the 
equations 
(a2/8tk2) ,+,H = ;(a/&) ,+lH (k = l,..., I + 1). 
We see from Lemma 2.2 that 
I+& = -it+ z+A + z+$% (k = l,..., I + I), (2.10) 
where 
(s = l,..., 1 + 1). (2.10a) 
We put k = 1 + 1 and note that ,+,A,+, as well as z+lB1+l depend only on the 
variables t, ,..., t, . We write ,A = t+,A,+, and ,ij = l+rBB,+, and see from (2.10) 
and (2.10a) that 
L+lH = -ie”c+l ,A + ,B (2.11) 
(~/at:) ,A = i(a/at,) ,A (s = l,..., Z), 
(a2/atz) zB = i(a/at,) ,I? (s = l,..., 1). 
(2.11a) 
Since we assumed the validity of the lemma for functions of 1 variables we 
conclude from (2.1 la) that 
,A = C c,(z)eit’c(z), 
E(Z) 
We substitute (2.12) into (2.11) and get 
(2.12) 
z+lH = --i C C,(Z) expM& + .-* + bz + t,+Jj - i c d,(z) exp(it’4)). E(Z) C(Z) 
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We put 
and obtain the statement of the lemma. 
Remark. If relation (2.2) holds only in a certain neighborhood of the origins 
then this is also true for the statements of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We prove first that the condition of the theorem is sufficient and assume 
that the statistics Sk (k = 1,2,..., p) have zero regression on A. We conclude 
from Lemma 2.1 that the relations 
a2yjatlc2 = qacp/at,> (k = 1, 2,..., ~9) 
hold in some neighborhood % of the origin. It follows then from Lemma 2.3 that 
p)(t) = v = C &eif’E = 1’ Xeeif” + A0 , 
E e 
where & denotes the summation over the 2’ - 1 possible values of the vector 
e which have at least one nonzero component. Since q(O) = 0 we see that 




f(t) = exp[dt)] = exp [C’ h,(eif” - 1)] 
e 
(3.2) 
in ‘R It follows then from the properties of entire characteristic functions that 
(3.2) is valid for all t. 
We still have to show that the coefficients A, in (3.1) are real and nonnegative. 
We see from (3.1) that 
a91atl a-- at, = i%,...l exp[i(t, + t, + e.. + tJ]. 
Ifweputt, = tz = 0.. = t, =Oweget 
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where K~...~ is the cummulant of order 1 in each component. Therefore A,..., , 
the coefficient which has p subscripts 1 is real. We also see from (3.1) that 
ap-1 
at1 . . . iE,-l = 
i”-lhl..., exp($ + ... + it,-l + it,) 
+ ip-lhl...l, exp(it, + **. + itevl). 
We put again t, = t, = *** = t, = 0 and obtain the equation 
P-l@,..., + A,...,,) = ip-lq...10 . 
Therefore the coefficient Al...,, is real. Proceeding in this way we see that the 
coefficients h are all real. 
We show next that all coefficients of (3.1) are nonnegative. 
If all nonzero coefficient A, are negative then [f(t)]-” as well as f(t) are 
characteristic functions. This is only possible if f(t) = 1; i.e., if f(t) belongs 
to a degenerate distribution and all A, = 0. 
If some of the A, are positive and some negative we introduce the notation 
die+ = 
i 
he if AE > 0, A,- = 
i 
-A, > 0 if A, < 0, 
0 if A, < 0, 0 if A, > 0. 
With this notation we obtain the following expression for f(t) = exp[v(t)] 
f(t) = exp [I’ A,+(eit’e - 1)] - exp [C’ hc-(eit” - l)]. 
z .z 
Therefore 
f(t) exp [x’ hC-(eit’a - l)] = exp [T’ hz+(eit” - l)]. 
c 
The function on the right-hand side of (3.3) is the characteristic function of a 
multivariate Poisson distribution, whilef(t) is not multivariate Poisson. Since the 
family of multivariate Poisson distributions is factor closed (see [5]) this is a 
contradiction, so that all coefficients X, must be nonnegative. 
We prove finally that the condition of Theorem 1 is necessary and assume 
that the characteristic function f(t) of the population belongs to a multivariate 
Poisson distribution. Then q(t) = logf(t) has the form (3.1) and satisfies 
therefore the differential equation 
azv/atk2 = i(av/at,) (k = l,...,p). 
This relation is equivalent to (2.1~) and it is then easy to show that (2.lb) is valid. 
Equation (2.la) is then obtained by means of Lemma 1 .l. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
From the assumptions of Theorem 2 and from Lemma 1.1 it follows that 
E(Tieit’*) = 0 (j = l,...,p). 
By a simple computation, similar to the one carried out in proving Lemma 2.1, 
we obtain the differential equations 
2?x+n-l +x-gfn-2 +igjn-14-j 
at, at,+* 
(j = I, 2,...,p - 1) 




Since f (t) is a characteristic function, there exists a neighborhood ‘% of the origin 
such that f(t) # 0 in this neighborhood. In the following we restrict t = 
(t1 , t-2 ,.*a, tJ to ‘9. The function v(t) = log f (t) is then defined in % and Eqs. 
(4.1 a) and (4.1 b) become 
aep/atj ati+l = i(av/atj) (j = l,...,p - l), 
a29)lat, at, = i(aq/at,). 
If we agree to replace everywhere the subscript p + R by K then we can write 
azv/atj atj+, = i(a#tj) (j = 1,2 )..., p). (4.2) 
Integrating this equation we see that 
aq/atj = Aj+leitj+l (j = 1,2 ,*.., p). (4.3) 
Here Aj+l is a function which depends on the (p - 1) variables t, ,..., t j  , 
tj+2 ,..-Y t, but is independently of tj+l . (According to our agreement A,,, = A, 
is a function which depends on t2 ,..., t, but not on tl .) 
From (4.3) and from the corresponding relation 
we see that 
i3p/,iatj+l = Aj+ee”tj+e, 
a2pptj ati+l = iAj+,Pj+l = (aAj+2ptj) eitj+z 
or 
(4.4) 
iAj+l exp( -itj+z) = (aAj+,/atj) exp( -iti+J. 
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The left-hand side of this equation is independent of tj+l while its right-hand 
side is independent of tj+2 . We conclude therefore that 
and we see from (4.4) that 
Watj = C5+lsj+z exW+l + iti+d (j = l,...,p). (4.5) 
Here CW+Z is a function which is independent of the variables tj+l and tj+z 
but depends on the remaining p - 2 variables. We iterate the procedure which 
led from formula (4.4) to (4.5) and see after (p - 2) iterations that 
avlatj = p exp i E t, , 
( 1 j=l 
where p is a constant. Therefore 
‘p= -ip exp i i tj + pLo 
( 1 j=l 
and it is easily seen that TV,, is a constant. We write h = -& and use the fact 




We see from (4.6) that aqjat, 1,,...0 = ih = iqo...o so that h is real. Since 
IfWl = exP]+os($rG) - 111 
we see that the relation 1 f(t)/ < 1, satisfied by every characteristic function, 
implies that X > 0. 
The expression (4.7) for the characteristic function of the population distribu- 
tion was derived under the assumption that t = (tl ,..., tg) E %. Finally, we 
remove this restriction and establish the validity of (4.7) for all values of t in 
the usual way. The sufficiency of the condition of Theorem 2 is therefore proved, 
the necessity follows again from Lemma 1.1. 
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